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Repulsive force of twin boundary on curved dislocations and its role
on the yielding of twinned nanowires
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The effects of twin size and sample diameter on yield stress and surface dislocation emission in twinned metal nanowires
deformed uniformly were studied using classical dislocation theory and the concept of image force from twin boundaries. This the-
oretical study is shown to quantitatively capture the linear increase in yield stress as twin size decreases in periodically twinned Au
nanowires predicted by atomistic simulations. The implication of this model as a yield criterion for realistic metal nanostructures
with nanoscale growth twins is discussed.
� 2010 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Predicting the yielding behavior of face-centered
cubic (fcc) metal nanowires (NWs) is essential to deter-
mining the mechanical integrity of nanoscale devices.
Both geometric and microstructure effects strongly influ-
ence the yield stress of fcc metal NWs under deforma-
tion [1–5]. Past experimental and theoretical studies
have suggested that the process of dislocation emission
from free surfaces plays a key role in size effects in nano-
scale plasticity [6–9], which is fundamentally different
from yielding mechanisms commonly observed in bulk
metals. Equally important for the yield of metal NWs
are nanoscale twins, which naturally form during syn-
thesis [10–12], and can significantly increase the elastic
limit of fcc metal nanowires in experiments [2,12]. Using
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, it has been
found that coherent twin boundaries (CTBs) can act
either to increase or decrease the stress required to
nucleate new surface dislocations in comparison to that
in twin-free NWs of corresponding diameter [13–20]. In
an earlier work, we have also predicted by MD simula-
tion that the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) for the
emission of surface dislocations in periodically twinned
Au NWs, similar to that shown in Figure 1a, increases
linearly with the number of CTBs per unit length [19].
In particular, such linear dependence on twin size was
found more pronounced when the wire diameter
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decreases as shown in Figure 1b. It is therefore critically
important to gain predictive understanding of the syn-
ergy between twin size and sample diameter on yield
stress in twinned NWs for applications.

In this paper, using linear elastic theory, we examine
the image force on a planar curved dislocation due to
CTBs. We show that this model enables quantitative
prediction of size effects on elastic limit in circular
NWs with periodic distribution of CTBs for different
values of diameter (D) and twin boundary spacing
(TBS). We also discuss the implication of this image
force-based model for the yield behavior of more realis-
tic twinned nanostructures.

Chen et al. [21] have proposed an analytical model
based on linear elasticity theory for the interaction of
a straight screw dislocation of infinite length with a
CTB in Al and Cu metals, in terms of image disloca-
tions. In this model, the interaction is characterized by
a repulsive force between the dislocation and its virtual
image of negative Burgers vector with respect to the
CTB given by

fCTB ¼ �k
lb2

4px
; ð1Þ

where fCTB is the force per unit length exerted by the
CTB on the screw dislocation (fCTB < 0), x is the dis-
tance between dislocation and CTB, l is the shear
modulus in the slip direction of the crystal, b is the mag-
nitude of the Burgers vector, and k is a dimensionless
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Figure 2. Model of nucleation of a curved (partial) dislocation on a
f11�1g slip plane inside a twinned NW with circular cross-section. (a)
Top view of dislocation on its elliptical glide plane from atomistic
simulation and (b) its schematic illustration. The inset in (b) represents
the balance of forces acting on the dislocation segment of Burgers
vector~b, radius r and length ds. (c) Schematic of the curved dislocation
(S) and its mirror image (S0) across a coherent twin boundary (CTB).

Figure 1. Molecular dynamics simulations of yielding in periodically
twinned [1 1 1]-oriented Au nanowires under tensile strain. (a) Snap-
shot of surface dislocation emission at the junction of twin boundaries
and the free surface. Atoms in white are stacking faults from twins and
partial dislocations. Other non-coordinated atoms appear in red and
gray. D and TBS are 12.3 and 4.2 nm, respectively. (b) Linear
dependence of critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) on number of twin
boundaries per unit length 1/TBS for different diameters. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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measure of the intrinsic strength of the CTB correspond-
ing to the elasticity mismatch between parent and twin
grains in terms of shear modulus [21]. Eq. (1), however,
cannot be directly used to model the interaction force
between CTBs and general dislocations of arbitrary
shape, which exist in realistic NWs. For example, Figure
1a shows that the yielding of twinned cylindrical NWs of
Au deformed in tension with D = 12.3 nm and
TBS = 4.2 nm proceeds via the nucleation of curved
{1 1 1}<1 1 2> Shockley dislocations at specific sites
where CTBs intersect the free surface.

A representative model of surface dislocation emis-
sion on a f11�1g slip plane inside a twinned NW with
circular cross-section is presented in Figure 2. A snap-
shot of the slip nucleus at the free surface obtained from
atomistic simulation and its schematic illustration are
shown in Figure 2a and b, respectively. These figures
clearly show that the slip plane is elliptical and inter-
sected by several CTBs separated by the same distance
Lb (here Lb ¼ TBS=sin h with h the angle between the
glide plane and the CTBs). It is important to note that
the dislocation nucleation site is also positioned at a dis-
tance Lb from the closest CTB (Fig. 2a), because dislo-
cation emission always occurs at the intersection
between CTB and free surface [19]. In the following,
we assume that the predominant interaction force acting
on the slip nucleus is manifested by the closest CTB
(CTB1 in Fig. 2b) and therefore other CTB–slip interac-
tions are neglected.

First, let us rewrite Eq. (1) by considering the stress
field of an image screw dislocation of infinite length
(simg) located at a distance 2x away from the dislocation
line (x > 0), such that

fCTB ¼ �k � simg � b; ð2Þ
with

simg ¼
lb
2p
� 1

2x
: ð3Þ

Eq. (3) shows that the stress field simg decreases as the
distance away from the image dislocation increases.
Also, any points on the image dislocation line (x = 0)
should have a stress equal to zero due to symmetry.
Therefore, it is more convenient to rewrite Eq. (3) as
follows:

simg ¼ sðeÞ e
2x

���
e!0
; ð4Þ

with

sðeÞ ¼ lb
2p
� 1
e
: ð5Þ

According to Eq. (4), the stress field simg monotonically
decreases from a maximum value sðeÞ as the distance 2x
away from the dislocation line increases (see Fig. S1 pro-
vided as Supplementary data). Here sðeÞ can be inter-
preted as the maximum stress at a distance e � 0 close
to the core of the image dislocation.

Likewise, we propose that the interaction force be-
tween a curved dislocation and a CTB can be calculated
by considering the stress field of a curved image disloca-
tion in the twin grain on the other side of the CTB. For
that purpose, Figure 2c schematically represents a circu-
lar dislocation S of radius r and its mirror image S0 with
respect to the CTB. Similar to Eq. (4), the stress at point
P on dislocation S due to its image S0 can be expressed as

simgðP Þ ¼ sS0 ðeÞ
e

2x

���
e!0
; ð6Þ



Figure 3. The change of slope j as shown in Figure 2 for D varying
from 4.2 to 24.6 nm as a function of uðrÞ, with uðrÞ ¼ 1

r lnð8r
b Þ, and

u0ðrÞ ¼ 1
r. R2 is the coefficient of determination characterizing the

goodness of the linear fit.
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where sS0 ðeÞ is the maximum stress of the image disloca-
tion S0 at e � 0 away from point P0 in the principal nor-
mal direction ~m. According to Gavazza and Barnett [22],
the explicit form of sS0 ðeÞ when e! 0 is

sS0 ðeÞ ¼
1

e
Rð~tÞ þ 1

2r
Rð~tÞ þ R00ð~tÞ
� �

ln
8r
e

� �
þ Oð1Þ; ð7Þ

where~t is the unit tangent to S0 at P0, Rð~tÞ is the in-plane
angular stress-factor for an infinite straight dislocation
tangent to S0 at point P0 [23], R00ð~tÞ is the second deriva-
tive of Rð~tÞ with respect to~t. For a circular edge disloca-
tion loop in an isotropic medium of shear modulus l
and Poisson’s ratio m [22],

Rð~tÞ ¼ lb
2pð1� mÞ ; R00ð~tÞ ¼ 0: ð8Þ

Furthermore, as depicted in the inset of Figure 2b,
when the very first partial dislocation is emitted from
the free surface, it is possible to assume that the applied
stress (sext) on the slip plane is equal to the critical re-
solved shear stress for dislocation emission (CRSS),
such that

fext ¼ sext � b � ds ¼ CRSS � b � ds ð9Þ
and, from force equilibrium,

fext þ f0 þ fself þ fCTB ¼ 0; ð10Þ
where fext is the external force applied on the curved dis-
location segment of length ds, fself and f0 are the forces
acting on ds due to line tension from the free surface,
and the intrinsic energy barrier to slide two adjacent
f11�1g planes, respectively. fCTB is the repulsive force ex-
erted by the CTB on ds. Note that in Eq. (10), we choose
fext > 0, f0 < 0, fself < 0 and fCTB < 0 for consistency. As
shown in the inset in Figure 2b, the dislocation segment
ds is pure edge with a Burgers vector ~b ¼ 1

6
<112> as

ds! 0. Moreover, during dislocation nucleation it can
be considered that the dislocation has not glided signif-
icantly away from the free surface. In this case, x can be
approximated by

x � Lb ¼
TBS
sin h

ð11Þ

with h being the angle between the CTB and the f1 1�1g
slip plane (h ¼ cos�1ð1

3
Þ; b = 0.166 nm). Therefore, the

force fCTB can be inferred by combining Eqs. (2), (6),
(7), (8), and (11) as follows:

fCTB ¼ �k � sin h
2 � TBS

� lb
2pð1� mÞ 1þ e

2r
ln

8r
e

� �� �
� b � ds:

ð12Þ
Substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (10) and assuming mini-
mum slip (that is, e ¼ b [22]) allow us to determine the
parameter j, as shown in Figure 1b, which represents
the dependence of CRSS on the number of CTBs per
unit length 1/TBS such as:

j ¼ @CRSS
@ð1=TBSÞ ¼

@ð�fCTBÞ
@ð1=TBSÞ �

1

b � ds

¼ k
lb sin h

4pð1� mÞ þ k
lb2 sin h

8pð1� mÞ �
1

r
ln

8r
b

� �
ð13Þ
Furthermore, by taking e = b, it is possible to deduct
the dislocation bowing radius r from the NW diameter
D as follows (see Fig. S2 and mathematical derivations
provided as Supplementary data).

r ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cos h � b � D
p

: ð14Þ
Eq. (14) shows that r should remain constant for the
same value of D. As a result, substituting r into Eq.
(13) enables us to conclude that j should be constant,
and therefore that the dependence of CRSS required
for the emission of new surface dislocations as a func-
tion of 1/TBS is linear in twinned NWs of same diame-
ter, which coincides with the linear trend shown in
Figure 1b established from MD simulations.

Moreover, as mentioned above, the slope j obtained
from the fitted lines in Figure 1b increases as D de-
creases. In other words, the twin size-dependence of
yield stress increases with decreasing NW diameter. In
order to verify whether the variation of j with respect
to D agrees quantitatively with the results predicted
from Eq. (13), let us write this equation as

j ¼ C0 þ C1uðrÞ;with uðrÞ ¼ 1

r
ln

8r
b

� �
; ð15Þ

where C0 and C1 are material-dependent constants.
Figure 3 represents the slope j as a function of uðrÞ
for periodically twinned [1 1 1]-oriented Au NWs with
a circular cross-section for D ranging from 4.2 to
24.6 nm and TBS from 1.4 to 8.4 nm. The plot shows a
quasi-perfect linear trend of j on uðrÞwith the coefficient
of determination R2 = 0.99, which strongly supports the
validity of Eq. (12) to predict image dislocation effects
and the repulsive force between curved dislocation and
CTB.

Furthermore, it can be noted that for NWs with a
diameter between 4.1 nm and 24.6 nm, the dislocation
bowing radius r at the initial yield point is found to vary
from 0.48 to 1.17 nm, which results in a relatively small
variation in ln(r) = �0.74–0.15 in comparison to
ln 8

b

� �
¼ 3:88. Therefore, Eq. (15) can be approximated

by a more simple expression such as

j � C0 þ C2u
0ðrÞ; with u0ðrÞ ¼ 1

r
; ð16Þ



Figure 4. Onset of yielding in a gold nanowire with non-uniform
distribution of twin boundaries showing surface dislocation nucleation
on twin with the largest twin boundary spacing. (gray = fcc atoms,
white = hcp atoms, red = surface atoms). (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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where C2 is equal to 3.88C1. Figure 3 also shows that
there is a good linear correlation between j and u0ðrÞ
with a coefficient of determination equal to R2 = 0.98,
which further supports the image force-based model in
characterizing the interactions between CTBs and
curved dislocations. Also, Eq. (16) properly captures
the increase in twin-size dependence as the diameter D,
and therefore the bowing radius r, decrease.

The image force-based model presented above has
three direct implications for realistic nanostructures
containing nanoscale growth twins. First, this model
shows that the yield stress of twinned NWs depends only
on the largest CTB–dislocation distance, or largest TBS,
rather than the total density of CTBs. For example,
Figure 4, which represents a snapshot of MD simulation
at the onset of yielding in a gold NW with non-uniform
distribution of CTBs, shows that surface dislocation
emission always occurs on the twin with the largest
TBS. Second, a linear increase in yield stress on 1/TBS
has also been predicted by MD simulation in periodi-
cally twinned Au NWs with faceted, zigzag surface
structure [20], which proves that this model could also
serve as yield criterion for different NW morphologies
with nanoscale twins. For example, faceted morpholo-
gies have been observed experimentally in twinned
NWs of Cu and Au [11,24]. Third, our model shows that
free surfaces may also impact the yielding behavior of
metallic thin films, where CTBs intersect the free surface.
Therefore, caution should be exercised in interpreting
dynamical dislocation emission processes from CTBs
using in situ transmission electron microscopy experi-
ments in nanotwinned thin films, similar to Ref. [25].

In summary, we have extended the image force-based
model proposed by Chen et al. [21] to theoretically pre-
dict the force interactions between CTBs and curved dis-
locations of finite length emitted from the free surface of
twinned metal NWs. It is shown that the repulsive force
between CTB and a curved dislocation increases when
the CTB–dislocation distance or the radius of the curved
dislocation decreases. The validity of this model has
been tested by successfully predicting the linear depen-
dence of yield stress as a function of number of CTBs
per unit length in periodically twinned circular Au
NWs with different diameters. This theoretical study
has also shown to have direct implications as yield crite-
rion for the plastic behavior of other, more realistic
nanostructures such as nanotwinned thin films and fac-
eted NWs.
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